The Ambassador
by Gentleman’s Brand

Espionage pen
The Espionage pen is the smaller
of the two pens. To turn it on or off
click it five times. When the battery
needs to be recharged the end will
blink red. While it charges it will
change colors from red to yellow to
solid green when it is fully charged.
Do not leave your fully charged pen
connected as it will decrease it’s
battery life.

Charging

Heat settings

Accessories

To charge the Double Agent pen
unscrew the bottom cap and
plug in the USB charger. The red
light means its charging. When
the red light turns off it’s done
charging. After using it the light
will blink to indicate it needs to be
recharged. When you charge the
Espionage pen it will change from
red to yellow to green. When it’s
solid green it’s fully charged and
should be disconnected to preserve
battery life.

The Double Agent has 3 heat
settings that you can adjust
by clicking the trigger 5 times
rapidly. Start on the lowest heat
setting(red) so you don’t burn
your cartridge. Red is the lowest,
purple is medium, and blue is the
hottest. Just remember that purple
is a mix of blue and red so it’s the
middle heat setting and that the
temperature starts low and gets
hotter. That means that the color
after purple(blue) is the hottest.

Your kit comes with a K808 adapter
and a heat shield cone. The thread
adapter makes the Double Agent
compatible with Blu, NJoy, and
other popular nicotine e-liquid
cartridges. Yes, that’s right.
You can use it as an e-cigarette
as well. Check out organic USA
sourced VG refills online at: www.
gentlemansvapes.com.

Warnings

• Keep out of reach of children. Seriously.
• Do not store your pen in your pocket. It can
turn on and burn you. Your friends will laugh.
• Do NOT use other USB chargers as they may
deliver more power and melt your vapor pen.
Contact support for a replacement charger.
• If your vapor pen breaks don’t fix or modify
your vapor pen. Contact us first and we’ll
help. If you attempt to fix it you risk serious
injury and we won’t honor any warranty.

Questions?
Comments?

Warranty
We guarantee the Ambassador
Kit to be free from manufacturing
defects for 6 months from
purchase. After 6 months we honor
warranties at our discretion so
please contact us. There are no
warranties for used cartridges.
Support@gentlemansvapes.com
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